LP Ridge Vent
Installation Instructions

Easy Steps For Installation:

(1) APPLY LP RIDGE VENT

1. Allow a 2" slot at the peak of the metal roof for ventilation.
2. Apply the LP WEATHER-TITE LOW PROFILE RIDGE VENT to metal roof by pulling off the siliconized paper.
3. Align the polyethylene closure piece slightly up-slope from edge of the ridge cap. With adhesive side down (as show) place onto metal roof.
4. Note that the adhesive is strong and once put in place it will be hard to move.
5. Be sure that the closure is in place properly the first time.
6. When attaching consecutive LP RIDGE VENTS, butt fit together with proceeding LP RIDGE VENT piece.

(2) PLACE RIDGE CAP

1. Place ridge cap over LP WEATHER-TITE LOW PROFILE RIDGE VENT.
2. Secure in place with either fasteners or nails; fastening through the metal roof ridge locations by penetrating the Marco Foam Closure and not through the Cobra Ridge Vent material.